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SUMMARY In high-speed data networks, it is important to
execute high-speed address resolution for packets at a router. To
accomplish high-speed address resolution, address cache is effec-
tive. For HTTP accesses, it has been discussed that the Dual
Zipfian Model can describe the distribution of the destination IP
addresses, and it enabled us to derive the cache miss ratio in
the steady state, i.e., the cache miss ratio when the cache has
full entries. However, at the time that systems are initialized or
network topology is changed, the address cache has no address
information or invalid address information. This paper shows
the compulsory miss ratio which is the cache miss ratio when
the cache has no address entry. In addition, we discuss the re-
placement policies of cache entries, for fast recovery of packet
reachability, when the cache has information of unreachable ad-
dress.
key words: HTTP, cache, dual Zip�an model, compulsory miss,

purge

1. Introduction

To improve and enhance the IP-based Internet-type
network, various network architectures has been pro-
posed and studied, such as IP over ATM [1], NHRP
[2], and so on. For the purpose of bringing a high
speed, a rich bandwidth, and a wider area-cover to the
connection-less network like the Internet, minimizing a
delay in the packet processing has a much importance.

Packet processing in the routers within the
connection-less network specifically includes the ad-
dress resolution process, through which the router finds
a link address, an ATM address for example, of the
destination and/or the next-hop for the destination IP
address of the packet. This process is indispensable for
the packet transfer over physical links such as ATM,
and efficiency of the address resolution process has sig-
nificant influence to the throughput [3]–[5].

To speed up address resolution, edge routers which
accommodates users are usually equipped with cache
tables for the addresses. When the router has the cache
entry for the destination of the packet (as the result
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of processing the earlier packet to the same destina-
tion), address resolution is immediately carried out.
Otherwise, the router must utilize more exhaustive
but timely-expensive method to resolve the address,
such as requesting resolution to the address server [1]
(Fig. 1(a)) and waiting for the response, or sending the
packet to the default router [2] (Fig. 1(b)). Though
either the address server or the default router has com-
prehensive address information, they can be a perfor-
mance bottleneck if the frequency of cache miss in the
network goes beyond their capacities. Therefore esti-
mation of the cache miss ratio (or conversely the cache
hit ratio) is important and desired as it has impact on
the required performance of the address server or the
default server, the network performance, and the design
of the network.

The cache miss ratio is categorized according to
situations as follows:

• Capacity miss ratio
This is the cache miss ratio in the steady state,
i.e., the cache miss ratio when the cache has full
entries.

• Compulsory miss ratio
This is the transitional behavior of the cache miss
ratio when the cache is not full.

[4] discussed that the Dual Zipfian Model can de-
scribe the distribution of the destination IP addresses
of HTTP traffic, and drive the capacity miss ratios in
the steady state. Although system works in the steady
state in usual, there are some exceptions. For example,

• At the initialization of a system:
Re-initialization of a system is required when the
system is in trouble. That time, all information in
address cache will be lost.

• After purge operation of the address cache:
When troubles on a transmission link occur or net-
work topology changes, address information in the
address cache can not guarantee packet reachabil-
ity. In order to restore packet reachability, renewal
of cache entries is required. A purge operation,
which deletes all the cache entries, is used to re-
store packet reachability. After a purge operation,
the address cache has no address information.
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(a) Address resolution using an address server.

(b) Address resolution using the default router.

Fig. 1 Network models.

When the cache entries are lost after re-initialization
or a purge, the cache miss ratio jumps high. After
that, the cache miss ratio descends gradually and ap-
proaches the capacity miss ratio in the steady state.
These transitional behaviors of the cache miss ratio are
the compulsory miss ratio.

When the cache entries are lost and the cache miss
ratio jumps high, it brings a serious deterioration of
network performance. In case of Fig. 1(a), the router
must request address resolution from the address server
frequently, and the load of the address server greatly in-
creases. In case of Fig. 1(b), the router sends the packet
to its default router frequently, and the load of the de-
fault router greatly increases. These heavy loads are
caused by the high compulsory miss ratio. In order to
design actual networks and estimate their performance,
it is important to evaluate the their compulsory miss
ratio.

This paper shows the compulsory miss ratio when
the cache has no address entry. In addition, by using
both the compulsory and capacity miss ratios, we dis-
cuss the replacement policies of the cache entries, for
fast recovery of packet reachability, when the cache has
unreachable address information.

2. Background

2.1 Dual Zipfian Model

We consider the HTTP accesses from the users accom-
modated by the same edge router. Let the total number
of HTTP accesses during a period be N , and the num-
ber of different destination IP addresses appeared in
those N accesses be M . The relationship between N
and M is represented by the following three equations:

M=H

[
γ +

1
β
lnR+

1
2R1/β

]
+R(β−1)/β , (1)

N=R

[
γ +

β − 1
β

lnR+
1

2R(β−1)/β

]
+H R1/β ,

(2)

N=R

[
γ + lnM +

1
2M

]
, (3)

where R denotes the number of accesses to the most fre-
quently accessed IP address, andH denotes the number
of IP addresses which are accessed only once. In addi-
tion, γ denotes the Euler number (γ � 0.57721), and
β is a parameter (2.2 ≤ β ≤ 2.5) [4], [6]. The set of
the above equations (1)–(3) is called the Dual Zipfian
Model (DZM) [4]. For example, if N is given, we can
obtain the estimations of M , R, and H using Eqs. (1)–
(3).

DZM is applicable for not only HTTP accesses but
also more realistic mixed packet stream which contains
HTTP, FTP, and SMTP e-mail at an edge router [4].
In cases of a backbone router or a WWW server, DZM
can be applied with some extension, too. We describe
those extension shortly in Appendix A.

Hereafter, we shortly denotes the relationship be-
tween N and M represented by Eqs. (1)–(3), as

M = f(N). (4)

2.2 Capacity Miss Ratio

Here, we review the derivations of the capacity miss
ratio according to [4].

Let the capacity of the address cache (the max-
imum number of address entries) be k. When the
cache does not contain the address, the edge router
requests corresponding address information to the ad-
dress server, and the address information is written
over an entry of the address cache (Fig. 2). If all cache
entries are occupied by address information, new ad-
dress information is written over an existing entry de-
termined by an aging algorithm.

Different aging algorithms give different capacity
miss ratios, in general. In this paper, we consider the
following two classical aging algorithms:
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Fig. 2 Address cache model.

• Least Recently Used (LRU):
When the cache does not hit, new address data is
written over the least recently used entry.

• First In First Out (FIFO):
When the cache does not hit, new address data is
written over the current oldest entry.

For LRU, the address cache in the steady state
always has k different IP addresses which are most re-
cently accessed. The number of HTTP accesses that
requires resolution of k different IP addresses is f−1(k).
Similarly, the number of HTTP accesses that requires
resolution of k+ 1 different IP addresses is f−1(k+1).
Thus the number of HTTP accesses between two suc-
cessive replacements of entries is f−1(k + 1)− f−1(k).
The capacity miss ratio for LRU, PL, is therefore ob-
tained as

PL =
1

f−1(k + 1)− f−1(k)
. (5)

For FIFO, unlike LRU, the address cache does not
always have k different IP addresses that are most re-
cently accessed. Instead, let Nx be the number of ac-
cesses in the period during that all cache entries are
replaced. From [4], Nx must satisfy the following con-
dition:

4 f(Nx)− 3 k −
√
9 k2 − 8 k {f(2Nx)− f(Nx)}

= 0. (6)

If the capacity k is given, we can determine Nx by
Eq. (6). Thus, the capacity miss ratio for FIFO, PF ,
is obtained as:

PF =
k

Nx
. (7)

3. Compulsory Miss Ratio

Here, we investigate the compulsory miss ratio of the
address cache, i.e., the relationship between the num-
ber of accesses and the cache miss ration after voiding
all cache entries. In evaluation of the compulsory miss
ratio, it is not necessary to take into consideration of

Fig. 3 Interval of cache misses.

the difference of aging algorithms, e.g., LRU or FIFO.
The following discussion is applicable for any aging al-
gorithms.

At the initial state, the address cache (its capac-
ity is k address entries) has no address entry. For each
access, if the address cache does not hit, then the cor-
responding address data is written as an entry of the
cache. When n accesses are happened from the ini-
tial state, the number of effective entries of the address
cache is f(n) by DZM (Fig. 3). Note that range of n is
bounded by f(n) ≤ k. The number of required accesses
between the time of n-th access and the time of the next
cache miss which brings a new valid cache entry is:

f−1 (f(n) + 1)− n. (8)

Thus, the compulsory miss ratio, pc(n), at the time that
n accesses occur from the initial state, is obtained as

pc(n) =
1

f−1 (f(n) + 1)− n
. (9)

The form of the compulsory miss ratio (9) is basically
the same to that of the capacity miss ratio for LRU
(5), since any cache contains most recently accessed
addresses until the cache becomes full.

Next, we show the evaluation of the cumulative
compulsory miss ratio Pc(n). This is defined as the
ratio of the number of cache misses to the number of
accesses, from the initial state. The number of different
IP addresses during n accesses is f(n). This is equal
to the total number of cache misses from the initial
state. Therefore, the cumulative compulsory miss ratio
is represented by

Pc(n) =
f(n)

n
. (10)

Let us confirm the relation between Eqs. (9) and (10).
We define a cumulative compulsory miss ratio between
the (n+ 1)-th access and the m-th access (n < m) as:

δc(n, m) =
f(m)− f(n)

m − n
. (11)

Equation (10) is actually a special case of Eq. (11)
where n = 0, i.e.,

δc(0, m) = Pc(m). (12)

Furthermore, we can derive Eq. (9) from Eq. (11) by
selecting m and n such that only one cache miss occurs
between those accesses:
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Fig. 4 Cumulative compulsory miss ratio (HTTP).

f(m)− f(n) = 1, (13)

i.e.,

m = f−1(1 + f(n)). (14)

By substituting Eq. (14) for Eq. (11), we have Eq. (9).

4. Experimental Result

Although compulsory miss ratio (9) is an important
performance measure in actual applications, it is dif-
ficult to compare it to experimental results, since the
cache miss ratio changes instantaneously and is diffi-
cult to measure. In order to verify the validity of the
compulsory miss ratio (9), we compare the cumulative
compulsory miss ratio (10) with experimental results.
If the validity of Eq. (10) is verified, Eq. (9) is also jus-
tified.

Figures 4 and 5 show the comparison between the
estimated cumulative compulsory miss ratio (10) (de-
noted by solid lines) and experimental results (denoted
by small square symbols). The vertical axis denotes the
cumulative compulsory miss ratio in log scale, and the
horizontal axis denotes the number of access from the
initial state. There is no address entry at the initial
state.

For Fig. 4, the experimental results come from
HTTP access logs of a WWW proxy server in NTT
Laboratories (about 100,000 accesses a day), and we
calculate the actual cumulative compulsory miss ratio
through trace-driven simulation using the logs. The
value of a parameter β in DZM is 2.30.

Figure 5 shows the comparison for the mixed traffic
which contains HTTP, FTP and SMTP e-mail accesses.
Those accesses are also logged in NTT Laboratories.
The value of a parameter β in DZM is 2.35.

From these figures, we can recognize the cumula-
tive compulsory miss ratio (10) gives dependable eval-
uations.

Fig. 5 Cumulative compulsory miss ratio (HTTP, FTP &
SMTP e-mail).

Table 1 Comparison among schemes for restoring packet
reachability.

LRU FIFO

Purge operation good moderate
Natural recovery bad good

5. Replacement Policies for Restoring Packet
Reachability

When a link trouble or a topology change of the net-
work occurs, address information in the address cache
may lost its validity and cannot assure the packet reach-
ability. In this situation, it is necessary to update the
corresponding cache entries. In this paper, we discuss
two schemes to update the invalid cache entries: full
purge and natural recovery. Accordingly the number
of possible combinations of aging algorithms (LRU and
FIFO) and the strategies are four (Table 1).

5.1 Purge Operation for Address Cache

A full purge operation is initiated by the address server
whenever topology changes. After full purge at an ad-
dress cache, there are no address entries in the cache.
The cache miss ratio jumps high instantly, then ac-
cording with cache misses which actually increase the
number of active cache entries, the cache miss ratio falls
gradually. This behavior of cache miss ratio is described
by the compulsory miss ratio (9). The address server
usually accommodate multiple edge routers, where each
of them has its own address cache. If the purge op-
erations for multiple address caches are conducted si-
multaneously, the total amount of address resolution
inquiry may exceed the capacity of the address server.
To avoid this situation, it is necessary that multiple
address caches get fully purged not at once but by
turns. Interval between adjacent purge operations is
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determined by both the compulsory miss ratios of al-
ready purged caches and capacity miss ratios of the
un-purged caches. Note that when multiple caches get
purged by turns, the address server have to handle res-
olution requests from not only purged caches but also
steady caches which wait their turns to be purged.

Note that there can be another scheme which
purges invalid entries selectively (in contrast to full
purge which purges all, valid and invalid, entries at
once). This selective purge requires mechanisms to
search the caches with invalid entries, and to search the
invalid entries in each of caches. The selective purge is
out of scope of this paper since those mechanisms are
specific to network architecture protocols, and imple-
mentation.

Let us compare LRU and FIFO when purge oper-
ation scheme is used (Table 1). LRU is preferable to
FIFO by the following two reasons:

• The capacity miss ratio for LRU is less than that
for FIFO, and

• The compulsory miss ratios for both LRU and
FIFO are the same.

A purge operation itself is independent of the aging
algorithm to be used. Because LRU gives the smaller
capacity miss ratio, the address server can better focus
on the requests from purged caches and the time for
completing all purge operations is shorter than that for
FIFO.

5.2 Natural Recovery of Packet Reachability

A Natural recovery (or self-heeling) strategy is to wait
simply until invalid entries are expired (over-written)
by the aging algorithm. With this strategy, the ad-
dress cache keep steady operation with full entries and
maintain a relatively low cache miss ratio. However,
the cache is not fully trustworthy since the invalid en-
tries remain until they are written over by new address
information. For FIFO, each cache entry expires in
turn and it is independent of the frequency of accesses.
Lifetime of the invalid entry to the number of accesses
is determined by Nx and it can be described by using
Eq. (6). On the other hand, for LRU, entry which is
invalid but accessed frequently may never be expired.
Thus, FIFO is preferable to LRU.

6. Comparison between LRU/Purge and
FIFO/Natural-Recovery

From the above results, the two schemes, purge oper-
ation scheme with LRU and natural recovery scheme
with FIFO, are preferred. This section shows the com-
parison between these two schemes with respect to fast
recovery of packet reachability. In addition, we reveal
applicable domains of them [8].

Figure 6 shows our system configuration model.

Fig. 6 System configuration.

There are 10 edge routers and an address server. Each
edge router has a address cache. All routers are as-
sumed to have the same access rate. The address server
provides the following functions:

• It has comprehensive address information.
• It adds address information to an address cache
when the address cache miss occurs.

• It can conduct a purge operation to each address
cache.

Figure 7(a) shows the relationship between the
handling capacity of the address server and the number
of accesses which are occurred during the time interval
from the time purge for the first cache begin to the
time purge for the last cache finished. The figure is cal-
culated by the compulsory miss ration (9) and the ca-
pacity miss ratio (5). Interval between adjacent purge
operations is determined by both the compulsory miss
ratios of already purged caches and capacity miss ra-
tios of the caches waiting purge so that the load of the
address server does not reach its capacity. We define
the handling capacity of the address server as the num-
ber of queries which can be process by the server in
unit time. The capacity is 1 if the server can handle
all queries from just one address cache. The number
of accesses means the number of accesses on one edge
router. From Fig. 7(a), the purge scheme with LRU re-
quires long time to complete when the capacity of the
address server is low.

Figure 7(b) shows the relationship between the ca-
pacity of the address cache and the number of accesses
which are generated until completion of the natural re-
covery (i.e., all cache entries are replaced). This is sim-
ply determined by Nx in Eq. (6), since Nx is the num-
ber of accesses in the lifetime of an FIFO entry [4] The
number of accesses means the number of accesses on
one edge router. The figure shows the natural recovery
scheme with FIFO requires long time to recover cache
validity when the capacity of address caches is large.
When the handling capacity of the address server is
low, the natural recovery scheme with FIFO is prefer-
able.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7 The number of accesses to recover reachability of packets. (a) Relationship
between handling capability of the address server and the number of accesses to the
completion of purge operations. (b) Relationship between the capacity of the address
cache and the number of accesses to the natural recovery.

Fig. 8 Applicable domains.

By combining the results from Figs. 7(a) and (b),
Fig. 8 shows applicable domains for the two schemes.
The vertical axis denotes the handling capacity of the
address server and the horizontal axis denotes the ca-
pacity of the address cache. Applicable domains are
determined by that which scheme can recover packet
reachability faster. Note that the applicable region for
a purge operation with LRU does not spread under
the line such that the handling capacity of the address
server equals 1, and it is not only for our system con-
figuration but also for any system configuration. Con-
sidering the performance of recent high-speed routers,
we think the handling capacity 1 of the address server
is a very high figure actually. Assuming the capacity of
the address server is less than 1 is safe in many cases,
where FIFO with natural recovery works better.

7. Conclusions

This paper have shown the evaluation of the compul-
sory miss ratio for the address cache and its application.

The evaluation is based on the Dual Zipfian Model
describing HTTP access trends. The validity of the
evaluation is verified by comparison to experimental re-
sults.

Using the evaluation of the compulsory miss ra-
tio, we have investigated some schemes restoring cache
validity and their applicable regions. These schemes
are a purge operation and natural recovery with aging
algorithms.

Note that the applicable region for purge operation
spreads only where the handling capacity of the address
server is sufficiently high. Some of recent high-speed
routers achieves packet throughput of 1Mpps (packets
per second) or more. Address resolution by the ad-
dress server using a large database of comprehensive
address information probably cannot keep up with the
packet throughput. The handling capacity of the ad-
dress server to be over 1 is, therefore, unrealistic in a
high-speed network using those high-speed routers.

The natural recovery scheme with FIFO is very
simpler than the other three schemes because FIFO is
simpler than LRU and the natural recovery strategy is,
of course, the simplest strategy. A high performance
address server is not required. It is a very interest-
ing point that the natural recovery scheme with FIFO
is expected to work most efficiently among the other
schemes and is probably a solution in actual network
design.
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Appendix A: Analysis of the Access Logs of
the WWW Servers and Exten-
sion of DZM

A.1 WWW Server-to-User Traffic

In this subsection, we analyze the access logs of the
“NTT DIRECTORY” WWW servers† for October,
1997. Those servers accepted in total over a million
accesses per day at the time. Through the analysis, we
see the characteristics of the server-to-user traffic.

The logs we used here are not the direct records
about server-to-user traffic, but are the records of user’s
requests for the web data on the servers. By using those
records of user-to-server requests, we can evaluate the
server-to-user traffic with the reasonable assumptions
as follow:

• For each request from a user host, the WWW
server returns response to the host in some way
(mostly requested data, sometimes an error infor-
mation such as “We don’t have that data”). So,
we can count the source address of the request as
the destination of the server-to-user traffic. The
temporal order of the response is mostly same as
that of the request.

• One request could trigger multiple responses; text
data and graphic data, for example, are often
transferred separately by each opening a TCP con-
nection. With regard to analysis of the cache
behavior, since occurrence of those multiple re-
sponses are temporally close in most cases, we can

Fig.A· 1 Relation between m and R(m).

count those multiple responses as one series which
produce single address resolution (cache look-up)
process.

A.2 Relation between the Frequency of Destination
Addresses and the Number of Traffic Exchanges

Let us consider the ordering m of the destination IP
addresses of the transfers originated from the WWW
server, in descending order of the number of addresses;
i.e., we assign the most frequent destination address to
m = 1, the second most frequent address to m = 2,
and so on. Then, let us define R(m) the number of
transfers sent out to the m-th most frequent address.
Figure A· 1 represents the distribution of the R(m) for
m in a logarithmic scale for the total traffic count of
10,000(10K), 30,000, 100,000, 300,000, 1,000,000(1M),
and 3,000,000. The broken straight line indicates the
Zipf’s law with the slope −3/4. The distribution of
R(m) shows the good similarity regardless of the total
traffic count, and the Zipf’s law can be used to describe
the distribution well.

A.3 Relation between the Number of Destination Ad-
dresses and the Number of the Traffic Exchanges

Let us define H(n) the number of distinct addresses
where each address get exactly n transfers. Figure A· 2
represents the distribution of the H(n) for n in a loga-
rithmic scale for the total traffic count of 10,000(10K),
30,000, 100,000, 300,000, 1,000,000(1M), and 3,000,000.
The distribution of H(n) shows the similarity among
the various case of the total traffic count. However,
those curved lines of the distribution can not be par-
alleled by the straight line given by the conventional
usage of Zipf’s law. This means we can not directly ap-
ply the Zipf’s law here for the server-to-user traffic, in
contrast to the user-to-server traffic which allows direct
application of the Zipf’s law [4].

†http://navi.ocn.ne.jp/
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Fig.A· 2 Relation between n and H(n).

Fig.A· 3 Normalized relation between n and H(n).

A.4 Behavior of the Upper-Tail of H(n)

The distribution of H(n) for n, where 1 ≤ n ≤ R(1),
is 1 ≤ H(n) ≤ H(1). First we introduce the following
normalized form of H(n) and R(n):

x :=
lnn

lnR(1)
, y :=

lnH(n)
lnH(1)

(A· 1)

such that x and y remain in 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1 regardless of
n. Figure A· 3 shows the relation between x and y for
various n of 30K, 300K, and 3M. Distributions for the
different n show a general similarity for the upper-tail
(where n is less than about 0.4; the left half in Fig.A· 3)
of the distributions.

To examine the upper-tail behavior, Fig. A· 4 gives
the relationship between x (horizontal axis) and 1 − y
(vertical axis), in a logarithmic scale. The relation is
well fit by the straight-line of slope 2, thus the following
relation stands:

lnH(n)
lnH(1)

− 1 = −a

(
lnn

lnR(1)

)2
(A· 2)

where a is a constant. Accordingly, the upper-tail be-

Fig.A· 4 Upper-tail behavior of H(n).

Fig.A· 5 Approximation of the upper-tail behavior of H(n).

havior of H(n) can be described as follows:

H(n) = H(1)1−a
(

ln n
ln R(1)

)2

(A· 3)

Figure A· 5 demonstrates the approximation de-
scribed in this section, which has a form of y = 1−a x2,
to the actual behavior of H(n) (for the total traffic
count of 1M). The value of the parameter a is:

a � 10/3 (A· 4)

The upper-tail behavior of H(n) is approximated well.

A.5 Extension of Dual Zipfian Model

Let N be the total count of the traffic from the server
for the given time period, and M be the number of dis-
tinct destinations. By utilizing (A· 3), the Dual Zipfian
Model, Eqs. (1)–(3), is expressed extendedly as follows:

M = H

�R(1)1/β�∑
n=1

1

Ha( ln n
ln R )

2 +R(β−1)/(β ar) (A· 5)
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Fig.A· 6 Relationship between the traffic count and the
number of destinations.

N = H

�R(1)1/β�∑
n=1

n

Ha( ln n
ln R )

2

+R

�R(β−1)/(β ar)�∑
m=1

1
mar

(A· 6)

N = R

�M�∑
m=1

1
mar

(A· 7)

where

a � 10/3, ar � 3/4 (A· 8)

stand and β is a parameter, and �·	 denotes a floor
(integrize) operation.

The relationship between N and M are described
well by the extended Dual Zipfian Model (A· 5)–(A· 7),
as shown in Fig.A· 6. The horizontal axis is for N in a
logarithmic scale, and the vertical one for M also in a
logarithmic scale. β in this case is 2.30. Here stands

M = N5/6 (A· 9)

in the rough.
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